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• Prepares the Agency to respond to 
potential changes in the national 
program for spent fuel management 
strategy

• Develop analytical capabilities for a 
variety of geologic disposal systems
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The Plan for Integrating Spent 
Nuclear Fuel Regulatory Activities
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Performance Assessments

• Systematic analysis of 
the risk triplet to 
provide quantitative 
estimates of 
performance

• Suitable for complex 
problems with large 
uncertainties

Scenario 
Analysis

•Identify Features, Events 
and Processes (FEPs)

Computer 
Analysis

•Model integrating 
mathematical models

Analyze Results
• Regulatory need will 

inform method of 
analysis

Iterations as needed
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Lower Cost
Less Input Needed
More Uncertainty
Usually More Conservatisms

Higher Cost
More Input Needed
Less Uncertainty
Usually Less Conservatisms

Objectives of a Performance 
Assessment

Optimize 
efficiency by 

choosing 
analytical tools 
appropriate for 
regulatory task
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The Performance Assessment: 
Scoping of Options and Analyzing 

Risk, beta Version (β-SOAR)

• The β-SOAR is a 
scoping tool
– Informs actions and 

technical direction
– Designed to help gain 

risk and performance 
insights

• Development guided by 
extensive previous 
experience in 
performance 
assessments

• Multiple geologic 
media, waste forms and 
engineered materials 
considered
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β-SOAR: Conceptualization 

• The β-SOAR represents a generic geologic 
disposal system for nuclear waste

• Five Components (sub-models) considered
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β-SOAR: Code Development 

• Developed using GoldSim 
probabilistic simulation 
environment software

• Modular development to 
facilitate future 
modifications

• Effectively utilizes GoldSim 
capabilities
– Monte Carlo sampling to 

analyze propagation of 
uncertainty

– Extensive in-model 
documentation  

• Simplified representations 
of key processes



β-SOAR: Waste Form

• Fifteen radionuclide species are considered 
– Variety of geochemical behaviors
– Dominant radionuclides differ based on waste 

form
• Seven inventories

– 4 bound, 3 unbound
• Fractional degradation rates
• Representative waste package

– Inventory is proportioned based on ratio of 
waste form
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 t I  m  M ××=  t I  m  M ××= t  I  m  M ××= t  I  m  M ××=

Bound Unbound
Spent Nuclear Fuel X X

Spent Mix-oxide Fuel X X
High-level Waste X na

User-defined X X

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SNF = spent nuclear fuelsMOX = spent mixed-oxide fuelHLW = high level wasteUD = user-definedX = dashboard modifiable- = modifiable with GoldSim Pro Softwarena = not available



β-SOAR: Waste Package

• Representative waste package
• Two failure mechanisms

– Distributed 
• Utilized in β-SOAR for general 

corrosion
– Stepwise

• Utilized in β-SOAR for localized 
corrosion

– Can be modified to approximate 
other failure mechanisms

• Two methods to calculate open area
– Weighted average
– Greatest value
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 t I  m  M ××=  t I  m  M ××= t  I  m  M ××= t  I  m  M ××=

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Two breach areasLocalized corrosion (smaller)General corrosion (larger)



β-SOAR: Near Field (Disturbed 
Zone)
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• Three Transport Zones
– Region from the waste package 

internals through the breach 
area

– Region from the surface of the 
waste package through any 
engineered buffer or backfill 
material

– Region from the buffer or 
backfill material to a far field 
groundwater transport pathway

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bypass the near field zone-2 diffusive barrier to examine cases not including a diffusive barrier around a waste package.Disable advective releases.Enable sorption in the zone-3 transition region.Specify the input data value for volume of water inside the waste package (overrides default input value of 1.0).Specify the input data value for the near field flow factor (overrides default input value of 1.0).Specify the fraction of change in the transport pathway cross section in zone 3 relative to zone 2 (overrides default input value of 1.0).



β-SOAR: Far Field (Natural 
System)
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• One-dimensional advective-dispersive
transport with equilibrium sorption to 
mineral grains

• Three Transport “Legs,” each of which can 
be:
– Fractured or porous media
– Oxidizing or reducing

• User can define length of each leg
• Leg One properties define near field 

environment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Select the conceptual models for flow (fracture-dominated or matrix-dominated) and geochemical environment (oxic or anoxic). The combination of these two conditions affects the selection of radionuclide sorption coefficients used in the transport calculations.Specify the transport path length for each of the three transport legs.Specify the effective flow porosity in each of the transport legs.  



β-SOAR: Biosphere

• Ingestion is only pathway considered 
for dose
– Uses mass release rates from the far field 

in calculations
• The EPA integrated release is 

calculated as a second geologic 
disposal system performance metric
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β-SOAR: Example Application

Reducing Environment Oxidizing Environment
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Consistent with understanding of redox sensitivity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Above simulations used the default options for the geologic disposal system. Only modification is that the second simulation changed the three far field legs to ‘oxidizing’.Note redox sensitivity of:Tc99, higher release in oxicWP degrades faster in oxic – higher actinide release (Pu239, Pu242, Np237)



Conclusions

• β-SOAR was developed as a flexible, 
scoping PA to support development of risk 
and performance insights for a range of 
potential geologic disposal systems

• Example results were shown contrasting 
oxidizing and reducing systems

• An updated version (SOAR 1.0) was 
completed in March 2011
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